
Recently, I wrote about Giving Yourself. In this season of giving, your inbox is probably
flooded with asks since 70% of all charitable giving happens in the month of
December. I want to encourage you to perhaps think about giving a little bit
differently.

Last week, I listened to a Leadership Podcast where Brad Formsma was sharing his
passion to inspire generosity. He talked about 7 ways we can be generous:

Generous with thoughts -- about our neighbors AND ourselves
Generous with words -- encouragement; he who waters another, waters himself
Generous with money -- obvious; it's not the amount; it's the heart
Generous with influence -- sharing helpful & pivotal connections
Generous with time -- our most valuable commodity
Generous with attention -- undivided & seems to be increasingly challenging
Generous with stuff -- allowing others to use what we've been blessed with

At the end of the year, I always take time to reflect on how things went and where
can I improve in the new year. My faith causes me to reflect on God's faithfulness as
a reminder of His future provision. I hope you will do the same. And as you do, think
about how you can give more of one those listed above. Personally, I'm going to
work on being more generous with my attention.

If you are giving monetarily this month, I ask on behalf of hurting children... will you
make a generous gift to help them heal from trauma? Your help unwraps the oft-
hidden treasure covered by pain.

With sincere gratitude,

Jenni Lord

https://www.chosen.care/giving-yourself/
https://www.ilikegiving.com/blog/carey-nieuwhof-podcast


 A special group of donors are matching every gift in December up
to $62,000 DOUBLING the impact of your gift!

https://connect.clickandpledge.com/w/Form/f23bb450-9651-4f5e-8d1f-49ed9b3f4347
https://connect.clickandpledge.com/w/Form/f23bb450-9651-4f5e-8d1f-49ed9b3f4347
https://www.chosen.care/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/December-Calendar.png


 We truly believe that prayer is powerful! By praying for a Chosen family, child, or staff
member you will be providing care and encouragement to no one is alone.

Please join us in prayer for the month of December!

Nina newly widowed legally adopted her two grandchildren Marcus and Mariana at
the ages of 5 and 3. Today, Marcus is 18 and Mariana is 16, and their needs stemming
from their past abuse have only increased. Nina thought they would “grow out” of
their trauma-related behaviors when she provided them love and a stable home but
has realized that is not true.

Because Chosen does whatever it takes to help a family in crisis,after six months Nina
trusts herself to handle some behaviors and knows when to reach out for help.

After living with a legacy of trauma for years, their story is still being written but now
includes attachment, hope, and healing. Their entire family is being transformed. Join
us today. Together, we can heal the hurt.

Click here to read more about their story.

http://ow.ly/vDen50xah7b
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